ATTENDANCE OF CAREERS CONFERENCE LIKELY TO GO INTO THOUSANDS

John Chwolos, Director of the Wilkes Placement Bureau, has announced that over one thousand high school seniors have accepted invitations to the forthcoming Wilkes College Careers Conference. At least eight high schools will be represented, and over three hundred high school teachers have been invited to attend the program. Mr. Robert G. Leinworth, Personnel Director of the Sales Division of the Atlantic Refining Company and Mr. John Webh, Jr., Senior Process Engineer of the Corning Glass Works have been added to the program. In addition eight representatives of the Pennsylvania State Employment Service and a group of local business men will be present.

Students and teachers from neighboring colleges have been invited to attend the conference, and special arrangements by which students of Wilkes will be excused from classes in order to attend the Conference sessions.

Wilkes Women Group To Meet Tonight at 8

Mrs. Alfred Bostwick, President, has announced that the regular monthly meeting of the Wilkes Faculty Women will be held on Monday, October 8 at 8:30 p.m., in the Chase Hall Lounge.

Dr. Arthur Krueger, debating coaching Professor of English at Wilkes College will present a debate between Wilkes College and Princeton University. The title of the debate is, "Repealed, that the non-communist nation of China is, or not what is needed. People who cannot make a tune are not needed. The ability to make a good song is necessary but helpful to the group. The quality of the spoken word is voice is the most important. The initiatory and constructive elements are necessary for making a good singing group. Any group that is not interested in the group barbershop and popular music may come to the meeting next week."

EDITORIAL

WHAT'S YOUR CAREER TO BE?

On March 23 and 29 Wilkes College will present a distinguished group of speakers to the students of Wilkes College. The audience which will attend the conference will consist of high school seniors, students from neighboring colleges, high school teachers, and the students of Wilkes College.

The Conference has been set up with a three fold purpose.

1. It is designed to promote good relations between Industry and Wilkes College.

2. It is designed to further the employment prospects of Wilkes students.

3. It is designed to give High School students information upon which they can make future occupational choices.

To achieve any of these aims; full student, cooperation is necessary. All students are urged to attend the Conference. It is only through attendance that the students can fulfill their duties.

Wilkes Represented At I.R.C. Conference

Four members of the I.R.C. attended the regional conference of the Pennsylvania State Employment Service on Government on March 16 at Marywood College in Scranton. The Wilkes delegates were Charles Coffey, Stephen Kalinovich, Joseph Reynolds, and William G. Carter. Joseph Reynolds and William Carter were selected by the region of 9 colleges to act as clerks on the Natural Resources and Labor committees of the model Congress to be held in Harrisburg in April. Stephen Kalinovich and John Murtha were selected delegates to attend the state convention of I.R.C. clubs to be held at Ganon College on March 30 and 30.

Nancy Fox, Fred Kehoe, Toni Menegus, Connie Smith, John Murtha, Stephen Kalinovich, Charles Coffey, Joseph Reynolds and Ann Belle Perry will be the particip- ants in the Assembly program on the progress of the Hoover Report.

John Woffkall and William Car- puth were appointed the Wilkes delegates to the Princeton Conference on U.S. Foreign Policy.

Members of the club are present- ing a motion to each assembly in which Wilkes will sponsor at the model Congress.

NOTICE!

The Midgutters are interested in coming to a singing society. The head of the reformation com- mittee, Don Fullmer, stressed the point that a well-trained student is not what is needed. People who cannot make a tune are not needed. The ability to make a good song is necessary but helpful to the group. The quality of the spoken word is voice is the most important. The initiatory and constructive elements are necessary for making a good singing group. Any group that is not interested in the group barbershop and popular music may come to the meeting next week."

TRI-DORM NEWS

BUTLER HALL

The new look in coming to Butler Hall is the modernizing of the building. The scope of the modernization is to be placed upon the shoulders of the students. The school will modernize one room at a time. They will be painted, repaired and re- furnish to the student. It feels that the responsibility for maintaining this new room should be with the student. Mr. John Murtha, the dean of Men, said, "The students in Butler Halls are responsible for giving the new and better conditions in their lounge. We expect, ten, that the new and better conditions will be preserved. The students today, the lounge is all that is which will be preserved so that the lounge may be con- trolled."

New controls will be placed upon the lounge. Students will no longer be permitted to eat their food in the lounge. "This decision was strictly enforced. Up to now the scene of the lounges was one of extreme untidiness; with lunch bags on the floor, "coke" bottles thrown away and ashtrays overflowing with ash from cigarettes and knife slices of various kinds. The lounge is someones lunch that has been thrown behind the piano where the students are eating. At one time you could not put down your cigarette without getting mustard or mayonnaise on it, what a lovely scene!"

ATTENTION!

Mr. Partide has announced that the Intramural Volleyball, track and field, and softball games will be held the first week of April in the Wilkes College gym. Those who are interested are expected to compete and the number will be reduced by means of a double elimination. The games are scheduled to last from 6:30 to 9:30. Those who are interested at Wilkes, is expected to gain many followers in the coming months.

ed as men. But if you are not men, you will be passed over.

Along with the games being re-organized, the pool table is now re- paired and will be open to the stu- dents. However, a drastic change will be made with the opening of the billiards room. First, there will be a charge for use of the pool table at Wilkes, is expected to gain many followers in the coming months.
MINUTES OF THE STUDENT COUNCIL MEETING
OF MARCH 12, 1951

The meeting was called to order by President Bob Ellis. The minutes were read, corrected, and approved as corrected. Miss Manser reported on her discussion with Mr. Robb about the BEACON and the Council agreed that the paper had shown much improvement. Mr. Rydals moved that we send two delegates to the National Student Conference, and Mr. Cohs seconded the motion. The motion carried. Mr. Cohs was selected as one of the two to attend.

Miss Niehans moved that the Council have the secretary write an objective report of the Council meetings for the BEACON. Mr. Lewis seconded. Mr. Cohs moved to amend by striking out "an objective report" and inserting "the minutes of the meeting." The amendment was carried. The original motion was carried.

Mr. Manser reported that we have no brand for the Cinderella Bell. Mr. Ellis expressed the wish that the Council take advantage of the offer of the Bell Company at the fair to have the school's name engraved on the bell. Mr. Rydals moved that the Council consider the proposal. Mr. Seth seconded. The motion carried. Mr. Goldstein moved that the meeting be adjourned. Mr. Cohs seconded, and the motion was carried. Respectfully submitted,

CONNIE SMITH, Secretary

AN APOLLO

I am extremely sorry to have caused so much consternation on account of the changes made in the program on the resolution passed at the last meeting of the Student Council. I was writing the column not from the Council's point of view, but from the student's point of view. I hope the Council and the students will please understand that this was an error on my part, not one meant to be hurtful or offensive.

Now I find that many of you believe that the Council is making a "grab for power" and that the various petitions were discussed at the meeting of March 12, and the conclusion was reached that I had conveyed a false impression and that there was a difference in meaning to this resolution.

I mean the Council intends to convey is merely, that, by this resolution, we are trying to coordinate school activities into a more central clearing house. Rather that have any organization sponsor raffles or affairs simultaneously and compete with each other, they would like to see a working plan set up whereby such things could be scheduled to take place at different times. It was done with good intentions to take care of campus clubs, not injuring them, but rather making them stronger doing so now I hope I have made it clear. Your Council is working for you - not against you.

Connie Smith

WILKES PLAYS HOST TO YOUNG PIANIST

By IRENE JANOSKI

Students of Wilkes College had the pleasure of welcoming the young pianist at the assembly on March 10. They are Welles Rosen, a graduate student, now studying for his Ph. D. degree at Princeton. Welles Rosen plans on making his concert debut in New York in the near future.

In this first selection, Mr. Rosen chose a Preludio from the Fugue in A Minor, arranged for piano by Franz Liszt. The tempo of this particular number was well received by listeners.

Following this, Mr. Rosen played three Etudes by the Hungarian composer Zoltan Kallay. While performing them, the pianist explained that the brilliance of these pieces were written at a time when critics opposed Bartok's exuberant style. The first was written for students and is considered the most difficult.

The second was written for students and is considered the most difficult.

A third number again that of Bartok's, was the lively folk dance, which contained two extended melodies. The pianist explained that the more was a result of the composer's experimentation with folk material. The pianist explained that the folkishness was not the composer's own creation, but that he had been influenced by others.

Mr. Rosen's consummate keyboard artistry was recognized by the audience, who gave him a standing ovation. The concert concluded with a encore by Mr. Rosen, which was received with great applause. The concert was a tremendous success.
When it was announced that Wilkes would play King's in a rubber match, there were faint indications at the time that the game might be in the making. From the rumors which leaked out of the Little Theatre at Wilkes gymnasium it was evident that the Little Theatre's drama rehearsals weren't going to help the Wilkes team in desperate need of a stiff season opener. As things turned out, the Wilkes team never did get a practice floor, and they took the game for the Little Theatre as good as a mother-in-law's kiss. The King's team wasn't exactly boiling but they were warm enough to deftly knock off the Wilkes team which had scored a total of thirteen points in two quarters. The final score, King's 76, Wilkes 38. The team just isn't that bad.

Baseball practice started last week, and it looks as if graduation and the draft has broken up the powerhouse of 1948-49. The pitching looks solid with both John Zigmond and Bob Maloney backing. The catching is strong. The outfield lacks depth. Don Blankenship and Al Manzarek are back, but Al is learning his learning, but a veteran reserve is lacking.

Over the winter the mobsters at the infield, Maloist and Smith are back, but where do we go from there?

A few of the freshmen have quite a bit of experience. There's Al O'Connell, left fielder, the man of all trades, has played 2nd, 3rd and short. He may be the answer in coach's search of a problem of the 4th infielder. One great problem of the newer mobsters out turns to be a first class infielder.

We have been hearing fantastic rumors about "Big Jawn" Milligan. Milligan is a fellow who can hit and throw for the games and a blinding fast ball. We shall see what we shall see.

Going back to the Wilkes-King's game, McGonigle, the team captain, scored the first run for the kids, thereby scoring a new record at King's for total points in one season.

The King's team had a twenty-point lead in Tuesday night's game and they attempted to take a shot while...

---

**SPORTSVIEWS**

**JIM TINSLEY**

---

**BASEBALL SCHEDULE**

Mr. Partridge, baseball coach, has released the Wilkes College 1952 Baseball Schedule.

April
- 11-Bloomsburg STC H
- 14-Tulane H
- 15-Sunfishburg U H
- 19-Stroudsburg STC H

May
- 2-Harper College H
- 5-Stroudsburg STC H
- 12-Stroudsburg STC H
- 14-Davenport H
- 16-King's College H
- 19-Upsala College H
- 26-Jebb College H
- 28-Bloomsburg STC H

June
- 2-Muhlenberg College A

---

**WILKES COLLEGE BASEBALL**

---

**BASEBALL ROSTER**

The players who are returning from last year include: Alex Moloney, Bob Maloney, Ray Reppone, Gene Schmid, Jerry Ostritsky, John Zigmond, John Fedorovich, Albert Manzarek, Joe Donigan, John Nolting, Robert Hall and Don Blankenship.

The new mobsters for the team are: John Aquilani, Philip Jones, Tim Justice, John Nolting, Bill Fouts, Arthur O'Conner, Ralph Whaite, Richard Hawk, Albert Manzarek, Thomas Moses, John Baloney, George Brookey, LEO Garrick, John Millman, Martin Meyer, Eddie Davis, Lee Merrie, George Batterson, David Jeffrey.

There are 32 men out for the squad.

---

**DORMITORY QUICKIES**

**BUTLER HALL**

The odor of paint and varnish completely envelopes the dormitory. A fix-up campaign is in progress. The rooms will be refurnished with modern furniture, and the lighting and wall will receive new fixtures and paint. The dorm residents look upon this sight with extreme satisfaction.

---

**BULLETIN**

First Aid Instruction Classes are now being held in the Gym. The instructors request that all students obtain a triangular piece of cloth 40" x 40" x 5" for use as a sling, and have a first Aid Macaulay can be purchased at the College Book Store at 60 cents each. The experience gained from this course may enable to save a life.

---

**INTRA-MURAL NEWS**

The Intramural Softball League will begin to function about the middle of March. The names of the teams have been reserved and persons interested are requested to report for Tryouts beginning Monday, March 11. The games will be played on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays between the hours of 3:30 and 5:30. Additional information will be mailed to the interested persons in the bulletin and this paper.

---

**JORDAN**

Est. 1871

Men's Furnishings and Hats of Quality

9 West Market Street
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

---

**DEEMER & CO.**

School and Office Supplies

GIFTS AND STATIONERY

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

---

**AF"ER THE GAME**

**IT'S BILL KELLY**

WYOMING AVENUE
FORTY FORT

* HOME OF THE TURKEY BAR B.Q.*

---

**WILKES COLLEGE BEACON**

---

**BOB-BING ALONG THE AIRWAYS WITH**

**BOB:** I hear you're going in the Dog Days with the King's College teams to see the King's football? You've got to be joking. Football your dog can ask for by name.

**JACK KIRKWOOD:** I'd like to show you a picture of the Jack Kirkwood Envelope.

**BOB:** More interesting...why is he sitting in the airplane holding a football?

**JACK KIRKWOOD:** That was the day he was signed "Men of All America."

**BOB:** But wait...you've been playing teacher's pet with your sponsor long enough. Imagine wearing shorts made out of Chaffeldor wrappers.

**MR. SMITH:** Not so fast, Bob... How do you explain making your monkey business in the cyanide? They never did catch me for that.

---

**May Admission Tests For Medical Students**

Candidates for admission to medical school in the fall of 1952 are advised to take the Medical College Admission Test in May, it was announced today by Educational Testing Service, which prepares and administers the test for the Association of American Medical Colleges. These tests required of applicants by a number of leading medical colleges throughout the country will be given twice during the current calendar year. Candidates taking the May test, however, will be able to furnish scores to institutions in early fall, when many medical colleges begin the selection of their next entering class.

Candidates may take the MCAT on Saturday, May 12, 1951, or on Monday, November 5, 1951, at admissions to be held at more than 350 local centers in all parts of the country. The Association of American Medical Colleges recommends that candidates for admission to colleges starting in classes to be held in fall of 1952 take the May test.

The MCAT consists of tests of general scholastic ability, a test on understanding of modern society and achievement, and an achievement test in science. According to ETS, no special preparation other than a review of science subjects is necessary, and that question of giving of objective type.

A detailed form and a Bulletin of Information, which gives details of registration and administration, as well as an example of the test, is available from pre-medical advisors or directly from Educational Testing Service, Box 592, Princeton, N.J. Completed applications

---

**NOTICE!**

Margarette "Maggie" Higgins, noted woman correspondent of the Korean War, will be a featured speaker at the Wilkes Gymnasium on the evening of March 28. The program is to be sponsored by the Junior League of Wilkes-Barre and will get underway at 8:30 p.m. Admission price will be $1.20 (tax included).

---

**NOTICE!**

Tonight at 8:00 p.m., in Chase Hall Lounge, Wilkes College, represented by Morgav and Davis, will debate Princeton University before a joint meeting of the Wilkes faculty women and the Wilkes faculty. Dr. Kruger, Wilkes coach, who accompanied the team to Broadway, will introduce the program.

Homer was a prophet — true. Alia could read signs, too.

But his genius was stumped after he thought and thank.

About a sign he saw one day:

**S - D A Y**

**I S O N T H E WAY!**

---

**SCHOOLNEWS**

**STUDENT UNION**

141 WOOD STREET, WILKES-BARRE, PA.

PHONE 4720

---

**KEYSTONE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.**

---

**THE ENVELOPE GAME**

Ask for it either way... both trade-marks mean the same thing.
a few weeks ago I noticed a sign hanging over a spittoon: "If the atomic bomb drops, jump in here. No one has ever hit it yet!"

Confucius say: "It's little things that break up marriages; little blondes, little brunettes."

I know a baseball umpire who runs a lunchroom on the side. The other day, I ordered pancakes, so he showed to his cook, "Batter up!"

Confucius say: "A little bungle of love came to frighten the home of Mr. and Mrs."

St. Peter: "How did you get here?"

New Arrival: "Flu."

Confucius say: "A fellow that has a girl who says no, is a fellow with a slight impediment in his peach."

Just the other day I read in the paper where Hollywood has decided to have movie stars' marriage contracts read, "To whom it may concern.

A lover of popular music, I have written a sequel to the well-known song hit "Star Dust." Its entitled: "Women Wear Girldies From Instinct - A Natural Desire."

The U.S. Bureau of Vital Statistics reports: The average longevity of the American working girl is about two in the morning.

And there's the one about the confused bridgegroom who said to the hotel clerk, "I'd like a room with a wife for myself and bath."

Sign in a reducing parlor: "A Word To The Wise Sufficient!"

A theater in New York advertised the following double feature last week: "George Washington Slept Here," "Between Us Girls."

S-DAY IS ON THE WAY!

THOUSANDS of students all over the country are making this test—proving for themselves Chesterfield smells milder, smokes milder than any other cigarette.

THEY KNOW TOO . . . Chesterfield gives them more for their money...Chesterfield leaves no unpleasant after-taste! That's right, More-for-Your-Money...

MILDNESS plus—NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE

Ralph Flanagan
AMERICA'S NO. 1 BAND LEADER
gives the famous Chesterfield
"OPEN EM—SMELL EM—SMOKE EM" TEST
to Los Angeles City College Students.
Frank Wagner '54
Pat Nichols '54

Always Buy CHESTERFIELD